WinCoS.C@re
Service Management System.
Smoothly functioning processes are the top priority of any business. But they can only be ensured by regular and careful maintenance of machines and plant components.

The WinCoS.C@re Service Management System offers you optimal support in designing this activity in a professional and reliable manner. WinCoS.C@re as a stand-alone version enables you to ensure exact scheduling and management of pending maintenance on the basis of calendar intervals. In conjunction with a plant automation system such as WinCoS.r2, maintenance routines are even based on your actual, up-to-the-minute process data. Calls for maintenance correspond to the machine-specific Buhler schedules.

In addition to maintenance scheduling, WinCoS.C@re will also enable you to easily organize your parts and resources management, allowing you to enhance your efficiency and productivity.

Your benefits at a glance.

- Efficient maintenance thanks to structured planning.
- Systematic inventory management for economical organization.
- Fast and uncomplicated online ordering procedure.
- Always up to date thanks to automatic updates.
- Clear activities thanks to central master data.
- Complete overview at a glance.

The main functions of WinCoS.C@re:

- Scheduling of maintenance activities that can be planned whenever required.
- Generation of clear and detailed work instructions.
- Triggering of inquiries and orders for spare and wear parts.
- Management of current machine and device data.
- Tracking and history of maintenance performed and orders triggered.
- Spare parts inventory management.
- Job list for extraordinary maintenance jobs.

WinCoS.C@re allows you to profit from the following additional functions:

- Maintenance cards and maintenance reports for printing.
- Integration of necessary documents (document management)
- Automatic updates of information on parts and operation manuals.
- Automatic updating to the latest versions of WinCoS.C@re.
- Management of several plants is possible.

The Buhler WinCoS.C@re system is extremely easy to use. It creates clarity and optimizes your operating costs. WinCoS.C@re offers high operating reliability and maximum plant uptime.

Please simply write an email to: service.gp@buhlergroup.com.
Or contact us by phone: +41 (0)71 955 30 40.
We look forward to hearing from you and offering you more information.